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Motivation: From Outside or From Within

BACKGROUND

The prefix “ex” is found in words like extract, exhale, exoskeleton, exoplanet, exothermic, and in the case of 
motivation, extrinsic, and implies the meaning “from outside” or “of the outside”. The opposite prefix, “in” can 
be used to give us intrinsic, and has the exact opposite meaning. Latin might be the most logical language there 
ever was! Simply put, extrinsic motivation means you engage in a behavior for something outside of you such 
as money, a deadline, a trophy or a bet.  Intrinsic motivation means you do something for your own personal 
enjoyment or sense of personal accomplishment.  Like most things in the world, motivation is not always a black 
and white issue, often times we find ourselves using a mix of motivation types to go through various situations 
in life. 

Task 1
Read the following story and use a pencil to underline statements or portions of the text that exemplify  
intrinsic motivation. Use a pen or a different color to underline statements that exemplify extrinsic  
motivation.  Use any other annotation devices you have learned to identify anything that seems unclear or 
important in the story.

On their path home, students from the nearby school would pass an old man on a stoop every day who had put up 
with years of adolescent insult throwing.  After picking up a piece of schoolwork on the ground and reading it, the 
old man stumbled on a psychology paper about motivation. He got an idea!  The next day, he approached a group 
of students who regularly visit him for insults and made an offer: “I will pay you each $5 for coming by to insult me 
tomorrow”. Blown away by this surprising offer, the students happily came back the next day to get paid for what 
they were enjoying doing anyway.  After paying out each kid as promised, the old man said, “come and insult me 
again tomorrow and I’ ll pay you each a dollar”.  Thinking it was still better than nothing, the kids showed up again 
to tease the old man. They were again paid as promised, but this time the man said “I can only afford to pay you a 
penny for your insults tomorrow”.  To this the kids said “forget it, it’s not worth it”!

DISCUSS

Based on the Background reading and the above story, use one sentence to explain how to turn an intrinsic 
motivation into an extrinsic motivation. (share with classmates)
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Task 2
Read each statement below and classify as either an intrinsic or extrinsic motivation.  In the space next to your 
classification, try to turn the statement into the opposite motivation (the first row is filled in as an example).

Motivation statement Motivation type
(intrinsic/extrinsic)

Motivation change

“I love chess so much, 
I can’t wait to get my 
next trophy”

extrinsic
“I love chess so much, even if I don’t win I get 
better and learn another pitfall of mine every time” 
(intrinsic)

“Everyday I try to do 
one more pullup than I 
did the day before”
“I’m doing this home-
work because it’s what 
my teacher wants me 

“We have to win!”

“I finally figured out 
how to whistle”

“I got it done by the 
due date”

Your Turn: See if you can write your own intrinsic and extrinsic motivation statement below.

Instrinsic:  

Extrinsic:  

FOLLOW UP

Sometimes it is not so clear if a person’s motivation is intrinsic or extrinsic.  Further explorations into psychol-
ogy will certainly discuss the Ego, or sense of self worth (in comparison to others).  For example, if a person 
says “I’m so happy I can finally whistle”, but the reality is you never were interested in whistling until someone 
recently said “I’ll bet you will never be able to whistle”, then the motivation to whistle seems to be more extrin-
sic than intrinsic.  Look at the intrinsic examples above to see if one’s own Ego could make a seemingly intrinsic 
statement actually extrinsic in reality. Can you come up with any other examples?


